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TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF 
HAMPTON: 
T.he plaintiff moves the Court for judgment against 
the defendant on the grounds and in the amount as hereinafter 
set forth: 
Plaintiff, Louise K. Marsh, is a resident of the State 
of Virginia, residing in the city of Newport Newso 
Defendant, Reliable Stores Corporation, is a corporation 
engaged in the retail jewelry business at Mercury Mall Plaza, 
Hampton, Virginia 23666. 
The plaintiff on November 15, 1975, came to the premises 
of the defendant during b~siness hours as a business invitee 
in hopes of transacting business with the said defendant. 
On the date aforesaid as a direct and proximate cause 
of the negligence of the defendant throught its officers and 
agents, the plaintiff was caused to sustain severe and permanent 
injuries on the premises of the defendant when the said plaintiff 
walked into a glass door which reasonably appeared to be open • 
. As a result of the injuries received as aforesaid, the 
plaintiff has been prevented from transacting her. business, 
has suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body 
and.mind, has sustained permanent disability, deformity and 
will incur in the future, hospital, doctors and related bills 
in an effort to be cured of said injuries. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgment against the 
defendant in the sum of TWELVE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED ($12,500.00) 
DOLLARS and her costs in this behalf expended. 
LOUISE K. MARSH 
1 
WAYNE R. SPENCER, p.q. 
555 Denbigh Boulevard 
Newport News, Virginia 23602 
2 
. . . 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE 
The defendant, Reliable Stores Corporation, by counsel, in answer 
to plaintiff's motion for judgment, states as follows: 
1. The defendant denies that it or·any of its officers or agents was 
guilty of any negligence or ·any other wrongdoing as alleged in the motion for 
judgment. 
2. The defendant denies that the plaintiff on November 15, 1975 
came to the premises of the defendant during business hours as a business 
invitee. 
3. The defendant admits that on November 15, 1975 the plaintj.ff 
walked into a glass door of the defendant but denies all allegations of negli-
gence and denies the plaintiff was caused to sustain severe and permanen·t 
injuries on the premises of the defendant. 
4. The defendant denies that the plaintiff has been prevented from 
transacting her business, has suffered and will continue to suffer great pain 
of body and mind and has sustained permanent disability, deformity and 
denies that she will in the future incur hospital, doctors, and related bills 
in an effort to be cured from said injuries. 
5. The defendant affirmatively alleges that the injuries, if any, that 
plaintiff sustained were due to her own thoughtlessness or lack of care. The 
conditions around the doorway to the entrance of defendant's business were 
open and obvious and the plaintiff would not have suffered any i?l-,juries had 
she exercised ordinary care in looking ahead as she walked. 
6. The defendant affirmatively alleges that the sole proximate cause 
of plaintiff's injury wa~ ·in her failure to see that which by t~e exercise of 
reasonable care she should have seen. 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS 
Now comes the defendant, Reliable Stores Corporation t/a 
Shaw Jewelry Company, by counsel, and notes its appeal from that 
certain judgment entered herein on September 29, 1976, assigning 
in.~upport of such appeal the following errors: 
· 1. The court's refusal to set aside an award which was 
arbitrary, unsupported by the evidence and excessive. 
2. The court's refusal to strike the plaintiff's evidence 
and enter summary judgment for the defendant after the plaintiff 
rested. 
3. The court's refusal to strike plaint~ff's evidence and 
grarit the defendant summary judgment after the defendant rested. 
4. . The court • s refusal to exclude plaintiff • s. instruct.ion · 
No. 2. 
5. The court's refusal to give defendant's instruction G 
as first submitted. 
6. The court's refusal to give defendant's instruction H. 
The transcript of these proceedings will be tendered to 
the clerk pursuant to the Supreme Court Rule 5:9(b) when same is 
received from the court stenographer. 
J. E. Clarkson 
RELIABLE STORES CORPORATION 
t/a Shaw Jewelry Company 
Willcox; Savage, Lawrence, Dickson 
& Spindle, P.C. 
1800 Virginia National Bank Building 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Notice 
of Appeal and Assignment of Errors was mailed postage prepaid to 
Wayne R. Spencer, Esq., 555 Denbigh Boulevard, Newport News, 
Virginia 23602, prior to the filing of same on this, the 25th day 
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t :·· . 
LOUISE K. MARSH, the plaintiff# called as a witness 
on her own behalf, having been first dUly sworn# was examined 
·-'
4 and testified as follows: 












·' r· ' :' : ·~.;- .. -: 
·~DIRECT EXAMINATION ... 
·• • . •• ·:.• -·· lr-
. • ·: :·J _.;,~ '.,:: '".;. .:· . _:_. ....... 
BY M;R. SPENCER: 
·Stat' your name for us. 
.Louie~.- K. Marsh.· ... .... 
Q 
.. A 
Q Now, Mrs .• Marsh, this is your opportunity 




Yes, sir. . . . 
: ~ • : t :. • •• .. 
, .. , ;_' Where do you 11 ve? . ·, ~ ... 
. ·. ~ .. ·,· 124 Forth Worth Street in Hampton. 
JAIME & BROWNING 























L. K. Marsh - Direct 7 
Q And how long have you been there? 
A Approximately ten years. t' .• 
Q Are employed? · · ~ ·-: ' ... ··' ... _., you ··:: 
A Yes, I am •. 
Q Where? t :~ :~(~ ,,. .r ~'')".] ... ). -~·: ~·:, ' . ; ~ .. · .. : i. 
A I work for the Air Force headquarters, 
Tactical Air Command •.. - •.·· t ·. • ·~ •:-14 
. Mercury 
stores., 
Q ·. ~ -.: .. :·And how long have you been with_ them? 
A. 
Q 
Fifteen years.· ··. ·:··· ·· ·1:.~. l ~: ;:.:··; .,. 
On November 15, 1974, were you injured? 
.. ·A ,. ,., Yes, sir, I was. 
Q Where? 
A-·. ··--:· ··At Shaw's Jewelry Store in Mercury Mall. 
.. Q . .-~-~ ;T In Mercury Mall• Where is that located? 
A · ,_:·.··Well, that's one ot the shopping centers on 
Boulevard. It's 1n the Montgomery Ward complex of 
Roses and . ·~ .. 
Q, Where is 1t ·-located regionally? 
A. Well, in Hampton. . ~ . ·• . ·, .. · 
Q Located in the City of Hampton then? 
A(• .. 
-:·.Yes, s1r. ··: ( 
Q Okay. And what were you doing. there? 
A Well, I had been there the day before 
talking to one of the employees about some jewelry that I 
wanted to get repaired and they weren't too sure whether they 
JAIME & BROWNING 


























L. K~ Marsh - Direct 8 
could do it oz• not, but they told me if I brought it in the.· 
next day, they would look at it and also there was an antique 
show going on in the Mall t;hat I wanted to ·see what they had, 
so 1t was two purposes reallJ. 
Q 
A" 
Okay. What ·ttme did rou arrive there? 
t: ·. 'Weli, it was after work •. · ·x got off work 
at five and it was probably around -~~ by t;he time we eat and 
clean up, probably about 6:_30 • . :·r. ··-·::;.~(~ ~-,~:-:~: ·L: .,_, ·,: :•;• 
· · Q · ·. · ·:.· ·Okay. · And do· you recall your aotivit_ies 
... ,. 
when you.got to the Mall, what you were doing after you got 
there at first? >- .· . . .. ,, ;_,:,, ... !. \.:· :- ,·. :·,(\ r; ,': L • e:. ·:'<f. '0: •. ;· • ·· ' · 
A·' · 0 ,. ,. Well, f'irst we· looked ·_at "the antiques and 
they were to·me unusual and ·particularlY in that they were 
things that were around my home and 1Q' grandmother • s home whe 
I was a child and to look at something, you know, that you-
play w1th:as a·child and now it's an:antique, it kind or give 
you a tunny feeling,· so I really en3oyed. 1t. · 
Was it·crowded in-the Mall! (~ ·~ . r ;,.- . 
A Yes, there ·were·· quite a f'ew people. there. 
·Q·· :.~ ... ·And 'atter you· t1n1shed loQk1ng at the .. · 
antiques, what did you do next? 
A Well, then I went to take the jewelry into 
Shaw's Jewelry Store. 
Q . Now, tell us, if you will, what Shaw's 
Jewelry Store looks like -- looked like as you approached 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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L. K. Marsh - Direct 9 
1 Shaw 1 s J·ewe lry Store. 
a what you saw. 
Tell the jury what it looked like and 
8 A \!Jell, if they are familiar with the area at 
4 all1 there is the cafeteria area in the Dliddle of it, so you 
6 walk down the corridor between the cafeteria and then you 
' 
8 become· -- get to the jewelry store and 70U have to make sort 
7 of a left turn and then it's about t1ve atepe and then you are 
a 
9 
inside the store •. To me, it's the ---the t~e 1t was --
looked like plate glass tront with about·-~ ·approxtmately, 
10 I don't know 1t ·I can explain this too w~ll b~t about four tee ; 
11 of maybe c1nderblocks or something and then there 1s expanse 
•a of glass then ·four teet on the other side are ·cinderblocks 












MR. SPENCER r I have shown th 1s to Mr. 
Clarkson, your Honor. I ,ould like to now 13how 
. . :L' t the witness these photographs and have her :Identity 
them so we can shott them to the jury. 
~.f:(·~·..J·:uTHE COURT& D1d you see them, Mr. Clarkson? 
MR •. CLARKSON: Yes 1 I would like to see 
them again before h$ shows them to the jury. Show 
them to her. 
.. 
' '· 
. • .. • 
BY MR. SPENCER: 
Q 
Marsh? 
Do you ra"c~a it~ these photographs 1 Mrs. 
JAI\••: .:\ ;t-:','\\ 'i:O..:G 
CI\R1tr ,,., ............. ,."' ''·" 00::: .. ...._,RJE'RS 
......... ~ .. --:. "'"•('':O"ot~ 








7 Shaw's at the 
L. K. ~iarsh - Direct 10 
(Shown to witness for examination.) 
Yes, sir, they are the ones that you and I 
When did we take them? ... ,_.!f.· 
Monday night, this past Monday night .•. 
,. '.Does that fairly represent the tront of 
time of the accident and if anything is 
8 different, would you tell us what·is different? 
9 A Well,. there are three differences in this 
10 and the night of the accident •. T.he night of the accident 
II the store was completely lit up inside. All the lights were 
12 on. The night of the accident there was -- the showcase was 
IS not 1n front of the window nor was this table here. It was 
14 
·open. . .. :.t:· , :. "r .-· . •, 












Q ·.'·.:· .. ,, ... ·Okay. · We will go through that once we have 
an opportunity to hand those to the Jurr. ,, . ' . ; ::. ~- :~_-.-' 
.NH ~ .:·1 ~~(Photographs handed to Mr. Clarkson by Mr. 
Spencer.·)·' ;'• ~ ... , .... • ;-· :.' !: .t-'·• ~: 'i. "' . : '· '(• .•. 
MR. SPENCER: No", I. hand -- would you want 
to see them, your Ronor? 
. :. ~~·.·THE COURT: Mr. Clarkson? 
·, · .. MR .. CLARKSON: I have no objection, your 
Honor~ Are they going to be 
THE COURT: They haven't been offered. 
MR. SPENCER: I am offering them as 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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L. K. Mar·sh - Direct 11 
evidence and asking that the jury have an opportunit -· 
TUE COURT: Any objection to that? · 
MR. CLARKSON: No objection~ your Honor. 
Are they going to be all one e~hibit, your Honor? 
: .. :· .. THE COURT: I am going to staple them 
together and call it Pla1nt11'f's Exhibit Number·l. 
· · . ·:.·:i.:. (R8ce1ved and marked in evidence by the 
court as Pla1nt11'1' v s E.xh1bi t Number 1.) .. '. r ~=: • · ~ .. 
, :MR. SPENCER: It I might, I would like to 
. let them have a chance to look at them. 
THE COURT: . I think JOU oan go ahead and 
hand it to them 1r you want, then you can go ahead 
and examine Mrs. Marsh. 
MR •. SPENCER: Could; I wait until they have 
. t a chance to see it be tore I examine further? • ·I 
think 11' they see the photographs they will know 
what she .is ·saying. . ., ! , . ~~ ,·;·;.·· ~· .. ·,.·,, :· .: 
· .. ~" ,, :;-": : .THE COURT.~ Examine· her f'urther or --
.~ - 1 ~MR •. SPENCER I . Yes·, . sir, I am going to . 
e~amine:her now ;relative to the store's condition 
and after the jury could look at those I think they 
could understand better what she is saying. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. I think they can 
look at the pictures while you are talking. . .. 
• =. '· 
JAIME & BROWNING 
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS 
CrJURT REPORTrAs 
NOfJFOI.K. VUlGINIA 
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BY MR. SPENCER: ,·_ .. · 
Q Now, Mrs. Marsh, would you tell me again or 
toll the jury again the differences that -- as far as the 
condition of. the store at the time of the accident and the 
condition as demonstrated by the photographs;.·: 
A Well, like I said, all the·lights were on 
inside at the time of the accident and when these were taken 
'the lights were ott. : They were closed. · .. · The store wasn't 
lit up. That table, that white table with ~he cloth on it 
was not there nor was the showcase there. 
. . 
Q ; ·· Was the eagle there that t s shown in that 
photograph on that door? 
· A ,, ~ _;:.·: •1 · Yes •. · · ~ . __, .. 
Now, tell the jury what happened when you -
when your injury occurred? Tell them how 1t happened from 
the time you started 1n and what happened afterwards. 
A· ·.:' · Well, I was walking down and I turned and 
saw there was activity ·inside the store. · · There were people 
in there. I really remember three people mainly. A man, 
a woman and the policeman. 
Q Were you paying attention to what you were 
·--=;- .... -- ;.J 
doing, Mrs. Marsh? 
~'"-" ' A . Well, I think so. I knew where I was 
lll:;;i ... , ·---~ ·. • ..... 
going and knew who~I ;an€ed to ~~~ ;nd I saw the people in 
there that I wanted to see. There was the man and the woman 
JAIME & BROWNING 
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS 
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L. K. Marsh - Direct 13 
that I believe I talked to the night before and I also saw th 
policeman in there. He was new. He hadn't been there the 
nigh.t before and I remembered thinking to myself, well, what' 
...,, __________ ... --------·-·--,.--. 
he doing and then I didn't really take about five steps and 
~·--. --·-----·--------- ---
you are in the store but I took five steps and wham I was 
---·--------·---- -·-- ·--- -- ·-·· ~ 
.-.:--------------------···-·-·-------··----. 
stopped and I had no· idea what hit me and put my hand up to 
'----·"-···-·---·-.. ·-··· -------------·-··----·· .. - ···--------'--·---------------·· 
my face and it was covered by blood and then I remember I put 
----·-·----------------------·-------···-·--· .. ·····-··-· .... ···•· 
my hand up to the window to feel to see what it was because 
.,.. _____________ _ 
--.. ·-----·-····--.--·-···--------···---------··· .. ·---·-·"' 
I just couldn't --even then I couldn't see the glass. I 
--·-··•-w•·•••• --··-----
-----------·--------------· just couldn't understand what had stopped me. . It was just 
·.·· --~----
a very clear piece of glass. -There was. nothing ML.. you kp_9_w 
---------------·----·-·------
that I was -- .I was looking through clear. glass... .I was not 
looking through and eagl!_ deC!aL_ .. · .. · ,:-->'. .i. ,.; '<l •'L'. ~- , .. ' .. 
Q ·~ ·.~ ... Okay. Did 1t knock you down? 
.. A~; · ·.·· .. ~·No, it knocked me back .a little bit from 
the force but I was very dizzy and I remember I had to hold 
myself -- balance myself, but that is -- then I became more 
aware of the policeman. To me, he represented help at that 
point 1 and I knew he looked at me and I looked at him and I 
know I held up my hand which was covered with blood at that 
time and I think I probably said "Help" or something like 
that and he walked toward me and.that's when I became more 
or less focused on the policeman. I wanted him to come to 
me and help me. 
Q 
. ; 
Did he in fact render assistance to you? 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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A . Yes, he did. '. !' ·~ 
Q All right. Subsequent to that, l\1rs. Marsh, 
did you have occasion to seek any medical treatment? 
Subsequent to the injury did you have.ocoasion to seek any 
medical treatment? 
A No, I 
<(•'·•·Q 
... "• ~ ..... After the accident, did you have occasion 
to seek any medical treatment? 
'.;A :, .· :. i. Oh, I 1 m sorry _ Yes, after the accident 
this was on a ~1day .night. .I .went to D1x1e, now Hampton 
General Hospital, to the emergency room and they X-rayed me, 
my head and possibly they might have given me some pills • : 
I really don't remember too much because I was extremely 
dizzy. It was all I could do to stand •. I had to be held 
up and I went home and the. next morning I called Doctor 
Tarver, my dentist, and asked him 1f he would please look at 
my teeth;· ·it they had been broken orr, and I didn't call him 
the night.before because it was late and I just wanted to go 
to bed and I don't know, I just couldn 1t.get a person out of 
bed at ten or 11:00 -- out or bed to come look at teeth • 
don't know, I just couldn't ask him and he came down to his 
office the next morning, Saturday, and gave me an emergency 
dentral tr.eatment •. · '~<,:·,·:'A~'""'· ·. . .-·~ ~ :. : . ' . , . . .. :.... ·,""";·:. 
Q:. Did .you describe for h 1m your phys 1c al. 
condition at that time? t ··•r,._ ' 
JAIME & BROWNING 



























L. K. Marsh - Direct 15 I 
A Yes, I explained to him what had happened 
and he said .. , •: . : •,• 
MR. CLARKSON: I would object, your Honor, 
to anything he said,·hearsay. 
THE COURT: All right. 
\· • ..,. ~. .. .-.. .... ·•· -~· ·:._1·.· ...... •(._· ••• '.'' ', :_ :- ... , ·' .·J .f •. ~ .. ,, :~~'':._\-: .... ~ i,. ;~: 1."..1-i.•' ;.~·: 'J . •, I·-~ ..,. ,.. :.J ~ '¥'-~ 
HY I~R. SPENCER: 
( 
Q Just relat1 ve to what you told him, Mrs~ 
Marsh. He will be· here to tell us what he said but what did 
you describe to him at that time? 
A Well, I described how I had walked into a 
glass door and my teeth were broken and that what treatment 
we could do tor the teeth. 
Q Which teeth did you break?- .. ·. ·~-- .:· . ). ~~ ·-. 
A ·: The front three on this side and this one 
has a fracture, little .. tiny cracks in it. .. {Indicating) 
I chose not to have that one capped because I didn't want to 
go through with it and I didn't think it looked that bad. 
Q Didyou go through w1th·the capping of the 
others? 
A Yes, but he had to wait a while because the 
teeth were knocked loose and he had to wait to see if they 
would tighten up or'whetherthey would abscess or just what 
would be the cond1t1on of them. I'm not sure how long he 
was able to start the treatment but I think 1t was, maybe, 
JA 1ME E'.c BROWNING 
Cc_FlTIFIE.n SHOOTHANO Rc.PORTE'RS 
COtJRT Rr::Powrr:ns 
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....... ····-·-·.-·····- ---·-- ............. "~.·.· .. '.<".: .. _r~·!l'nh .• ntl'f"(' t 1() 
approximately a week. I might be wrong about the time. I 
started getting pain in my teeth and we were afraid they were 
going to abscess then, so he put me on penicillin and that 
seemed to clear it up so they never did abscess from the 
injury. i ~ ~ .. :. • -~·, , . 
Q Prior to capping ot the teeth, did they 
A No, not before. Oh, you mean after: the 
ace 1dent before 
Q · · '; :, Right. ... ·. ~~- ~·. ·.. . . ..; 
· A '·' : · · · Yes • · 
Q Arter the acc1dent·and prior to capping, 
did they hurt you? . r:,. : 
A ~ mouth was cut inside 
and I had mouth cuts plus the teeth were jagged. He did, 
you know, patched them up a bit but meanwhile they were rough 
and it was just something I had to 11ve with until they could 
be fixed. 
Q' .. : You decided not to do -- a fourth tooth . 
not to have the tourth tooth cappedJ 'is that correct? 
A. . . . . . ~ Yes, that's correct •. ... . ... . .: . 
·' 
Q Okay. Why was that? : ; ... 1 
'·. A· -- 1 ' •· Because or the pain~ · I don 1 t want to go 
through with it. In fact, there was one other tooth I put 
off capping. · It had been broken off. I didn't want to get 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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L. K. Marsh - Direct 17 
that one done but then it started -- I started becoming 
sensitive and I realized that if I didn't it would probably 
eventually abscess or I would have trouble with it so this 
was the last one. I sort of did it in stages. As I had to 
have it done, I did them. I d1dn 't wan~ to do it. 
Q Okay. Did you have occasion to seek any 
medical treatment from anyone other than Doctor Tarver, Mrs. 
Marsh?. 
A Yes, I saw Doctor Vander Spuy. I called 
his office Monday and his wife, who works in the office, 
explained the situation and she said -- .. 
Your Hpnor, I object to 
:·,anything the nurse would tell her. 
THE COURT: All right. .. . •. 
.,. 
BY MR. SPENCERa . . ·~ 
.. , .. · . Q · · ·r What. we are trying to. do is just what you -
~ . ·A . · I .had an appointment the following Tuesday 
and I saw Doctor Van ~er Spuy at that time and I explained to 
him· that I was, had this accident, that I was still dizzy. 
It happened Friday and this was Tuesday. I was still dizzy 
to the point that I could not stand without touching the wall, 
that I was nauseous~ . I :was not throwing up but I was sick 
at my· stomach. · I did not want to eat anything and I 
couldn't understand exactly what was wrong. He --
JAIME Be BI~OWNING 
CERTIFI£0 SHORlHAND REPORH·.:RS 
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THE COURT: We are getting into the same 
problem again. Don't tell us what he said. 
BY l'.'iR. SPENCER: '' ,. .·· 
Q Just your symptoms. Of course he is here. 
G.o ahead. ~- ... ~ ........ -::. ,;~ ·.~::_r.·· ~- .. ~ . ·. . ~ .. . . . 
A Can I say what he recommended, what he told 
me to do? . ... .• ~. ~ ·:·:: _! ~ _. .. • • 
Q No, we will let h~ say that. 
A Okay~ . _,:. 
Q Going back to the shopping center for a £ew 
moments,-d1d you believe that the store was open at that 
8:45 time, Mrs. Marsh? · .... · . . : .. ; 
A Well, definitely •. ,· ~>·: · ·a~)·;·r:. · 
Q 
A. ·~ '~ ~ . There were people in the Mall, the other 
store·s were open, and the lights were· on. I.f.' they had had 
the lights o.f.'f or even had the lights ·d~ed, I would have 







.Q Do.you know what time other·stores in that 
Mall closed? • .1 ·:· , • t'f' t ... , l. .J '· . I . -~ ,~~-. ~ ···:· .. '· .:· ~ (:' .. ' ~ . . -· • -~ ! :· ' ·. 
A ·Yes, sir, I do. They close at nine. 
Most of them at nine •. .. . 
Q ~hioh stores? 
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r~. K. Marr.h - Direct 19 
A Well, there is the Gazebo, Radio Shack, 
Roses, Eleanor's Dress Shop, Orange Julius, the little snack 
shop out in the middle and Thorn MeAn, the shoe store. 
Q How about Montgomery Ward? the oJ A ·: I asked Montgomery Ward. :They are 







Do you ever observe these· stores?· · ·o: · .. 
Have I ever? 
How do you know they· _.;.. •· 
· 
1 We :checked Monday night to see it, in tact, 
~ . .. 
Have you had occasion to contact Shaw's 
to ascertain what time they close? ·; ":.··r· ;':..:=·;:;· . :'·.3 · 
A Yes, sir, Monday afternoon. 
MR. CLARKS ON : Your Honor, please,. I would 
object to what someone told her. 
·. :;. ' '· ,, i THE COURT: I believe we are getting into 
d1ff'1oul ty, Mr. Spencer. . ·It 1sn 't Mrs. Marsh' a 
fault but you are asking her to tell the jury what 
somebody told her. 
. '·. MR. SPENCER: 
THE COURTi 
But my purpose was --
Regardless of what your purpos 
is, you cannot do it. 
MR. SPRNCER: ·· Can I male an argument with 
regard to the law? 
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THE COURT: Also difficulty with her going 
to see what time the stores close this week or this 
month. Wo are talking about 1974; I think your 
evidence should be directed to 1974 and I instruct 
the Jury to disregard information with regard to 
1976.: .... .. ·,1;-~. 
MR. SPENCER: Ma7 I be entitled to argue? 
. ·.. THE COURT: I rule that J'OU may not ask her 
for that, what other people have told her, except ir 
the case of Shaw's. 
MR. SPENCER: 
the· court. 
~ object to the ruling of 
THE. COURT: Except tor Shaws. 
· :!/) '· MR. SPENCER: Okay •.. ; : .. ·!.!- ·· 
THE COURT: She can testify to what she ha~ 
observed or what she has seen or something but not 
what somebody told her. 
MR. SPENCER: 
~:.:~ -:.:. THE OOURTz 
That's part of what you said 
Well --
BY I~R. SPENCER 1 
Q 
.:.: .. 
. ·.I ·.··~·~; __ o ... ,.. .... , '.t~~ ~ ~-~ .......... 
~. - .... ~ 
Did·you miss any work as a result of your 
injury, Mrs. Marsh? .·, ... ! • I!' r '· ... f 
A Yes, sir, I was home a week in bed. 
MR. SPENCER: Excuse me a moment. 
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L. K. Marsh - D:lrect 21 
like to show Mr. Clnrkson these bills bof'ore I prese t 
them to her. 
'!'HE COURT; All right. 
(Shown to Mr. Clarkson.) 
MR. SPENCER: · Okay.' Mr·. Clarkson has an 
objection. It's my intention --
THE COURT: I ask counsel to approach the 
bench, please~ •, :. : .. -· 
(A side-bar conference was had out or the 
hearing or the jury and the ·court reporter.)' 
• , ~ 1,+ I .. .: '~: .. - ; : '~. '• :-.;;- t:l .. ; ' .. : .' ., . . -~.. . ~ - . 
BY MR. SPENCER: 
Q . Mrs; Marsh, I hand you a bill and ask you 1 
you received that bill. Describe it to the jury, if you will. 
(Shown to witness for examination.) 
A It's a visit for ' office visits to Doctor 
Van der Spuy. Total or $30. 
Q And did you receive. that bill for services 




I show you· another one -- }- •.: .. 
THE COURT:· · ·That' a something the doctors 
will have to tell us, Mr. Spencer. 
11R. SPENCER: Pardon me. 
THE COURrl': The doc tor \'1111 have to te 11 u 
JAIME & BROWNING \. 
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1f that's a result ot the accident. 
2 MR. SPFNCEl'~: Okay. Fine. 

























.. Did you re.ceive that b11.1 from Doctor Tarve1? 
Yes, sir, I c11d. ' . ·i. ::,:· , . . .. ; .. .. . r• .. . . . ~ . .. 
• ... • •. I · .· .•.", o 1, 
And Mrs. Marsh, would you tell us the dates 
that you were absent from work as a result or the injury that 
you s.uffered, please? ... : :\ : ~-·, ... 
A I was absent the 18th through-22nd ot 
November, 1974, and I had one hour on Novembe~ 25th that I 
took orr to go to the doctor, then December 19th I was ott 
one hour and December 24th I was ott all day. 
that 
over 
Q Okay .• And what was your rate or pay at 
time? 
A .Approximately $5. , I.'m ·not sure. A l1ttl~ 
that. 
,.: .MR. SPENCER: OkQ-•... We have the lady her 
to test1f)'. · .- · :.<·r::::··.' ~-~. · ;: ... 
· .. THE COURT: Okay • .. ~) : · · ·:'['··:·, '. . . ·.: · .... 
: ~- ···! '·"'· . THE WITNESS: ~-··~:mean, $5 an hour, not a dar. 
·MR. SPENCER: We have no further questions 
·or Mrs. Marsh. ; , , .. ._ : :; ... t· ... ·, ... -- ~' . "; 
THE COURT:. Okay. 
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L. K. I•1n.r::;h - Cross 2} 
·-·--------- ·------------;;.._~-
CROSS-EXM~INATION 
BY MR. CLARKSON: .... 
Q · ·· Mrs. Marsh, I believe you indicated that 
accident happened approximately at9:001 somewhere around ther? 
A . . . " • • • ·. "1- Around the general time. I'm not positive. 
Q In tact; you really don't remember· when the 
accident· happened, do you? 
A No, I do not. I cannot tell you the exact 
time. ~ ·, . • '·:. ' ,· • ' ; • ... i'' i'-'t•'•) ,r, .. ~:. ::· ~\.( ·. · , ,., 
Q · · ' .: Because before when I questioned you in 
taking depositions, I asked 1f you thought 1t was. around 
six or seven in the evening.· . ~ . f' . t .... 
True.; 
But' now you believe it was around nine? 
No,· I was ·told by -- I'm not supposed to. 
testify. ·. _ ... ~; .( n :~ .. '': 
. ~-. 
Q You can answer the question until the judge 
tells you you cannot answer 1t. Answer it. Go ahead• 
' :. ;;; ·'·····' · THE COUR'lt · We are not supposed to testi 
. 
to what other people told • 
.- MR•' SPENCERa· .: He has inquired or her· 
· ·th~ugh why' she' SaY"S she remembers and she 1s going 
to tell·him. t. . . t . 
THE COURT: He didn't ask her why. · He 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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asked her did she not previously think 1t was aroun 
six or seven. She can explain her answers. J:et I • 
try ·to do 1 t by the rules • We can get along betta,· 
go .ahead. 
C - •• :,. •"· . "j~ ., '· .. · ..·•.·. ·.'-,'. 0 ., .:.- 'f• ,··~ >", :,') • :- • •• ~.' \.'.i . . . •I • • 
. · .~ r·· ~· .. j ·; : •. ~ • ,\·- .;:~~- :_: • 'l~ - -- .. 
IN MR. CLARKSON: 
Q ~ow, ·you have been in the store before; 
had you not? . . . .. . . •·.·.· ..... · ~ .• ··,··,·.·. · ... • :. ·\ .. ··. ._.: •• ·•· .. \ ·~.- _;:_l-~: r:.·: :.~~- ·:~. --~· ...... :;: . . .. 
A . ·' Yes, ·I had. 
Q And you had been in the Mercury Mall 







. Q "' , .. , .. 






And you are familiar with the type or. 
in those stores? 
Yes, sir, I :-n:~ ~· •t ··~ . ' was. . :. .. ~ 
Would it be a fair statement that most all 
that shopping mall have glass shopping doors 
Yes, 1t would. 
Would 1tbe also a.tair statement that most 
~o of the stores have sliding doors or one type or another? 
lt Most or them do, right. 
Q·· And the·reason·tor that-- do you know the 
reason for that, why would. they have glass doors?·· 
-A·.-
Q 
No, I don't know the reason. 
All right. Now, glass doors or course, 
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are they not? 
A 
And you can see merchandise inside. 
Um-hum. 
During the day the doors are slid open, 
••. 1 .• -!:. .. ·-~· ·, . . .... 
.; I 
. ··\ .,.  
. . . 
That ' s true • 
"5 c;., 
Q The s.tore in question, did the door slide 
from the left to the right. when you looked at.it from the 
outside? 
A 




seven feet wide? 
A 
Q ... ' 
'.: ·.:· .... ; ,,· 
. (.,. 
·,;1,.'., 
It slid from .the ~ yes, that way. 
Lett :to right? 
. t':·. . ' 
Yes. 
· .. 
Now,. would you agree that 1t was about 
. ~ ... ~ . ~. .· 
One. door '\'JaS. . . ~ .. 
' ~ .... ;, ·;· 0 
One door was? '·:· 




So then-1 two <loors would be· fourteen .. feet? 
Approximately, yes. 
'.Now, .. I•m not very. good at judging but: J.et•s 
pretend that these are ·the doors and let me see _.,.. one; two, 
three, four, five, six, seven. Does that look about the 
size of the window? (Indicating) 
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L. K. Marsh - Cross 26 
A Of half of 1t, yes. 
Q Yes, ma'am. Th1 s would be the part ·that · 
would slide over into this part, wouldn't it? 
A Yes:· .. 
Q Now, this part let's pretend this is 
the \~incJow again. Was there anything on the glass, sturr on 
the glass? . •,, 
A Now, which side do you mean, the left or 
the right? ' ,, .. . . . ..... :· -,~ ... ~ ... ;_>;::,;· . ·.· _;.~;· 
Q The part that you were trying to walk throug 
A Yes; there was an eagle decal that .I came 
back and looked at the next day and.saw was on there. 
You. were able to see it the next day. All 
·- .. ...• . .... -----------~-------· 
right • 
... _ __..... 
A ·· ~ Yes, because I wa:J looking for it. 
-----.._ _______ ~-----·-........,__-----...---··---.. 
.· Q Was the store opened or ·closed the next day? 
A::: .:.·) It·-- well, wait a minute.·· It couldn't 
. have ·oeen the next day because I was at the dentist·. ··It \ias 
some time later.-
Q :And did'you see anyother decals on the 
door? ·.·:. .. -.-: :-: . 
·A · ·; -:;.~~-- Yes.• way :on :the .far left and on the far 
right, vel"Y next to the wall, there are two decals probably . 
about the size of this piece of paper. (Indicating) 
One en1ys, "Use Shaw's easy credit account," and under it, it 
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r .. K. fhrr.h- Grof3S 2''"( I 
. -- .... -~-·-·····--·-._...-- .. ·----··--...... i··· .. 
says, "Retail l'lcrcllants Association." Tho~Je are on 
approximately four feet from the ground, I believe. 
Q And how high is the eagle? Ir you walked 
-·--·----···--- ---------··········------··· ... _______ .... -····· -·. 




The feet hit me right here because I 
The bottom of the eagle 1s right here. 
:·"i THE·COURT: ·For the record,.·,.she:·ts 
indicating the. top of her forehead. -;.:-::: · .. ;':: ·. · .::: ·. 
! . 
THE WITNESS: Which 1s approximately five 
teet .... Would be five teet tour because I am .five 
feet "seven, "so when I am standing up -th~ eagle is 
like that to me. (Indicating) 
~ .... " ...... 
;. ... ,,6, •..•• \ .... ~- , .... ... \ .... _ ~- .. . 
BY HR. CLARKSON 1 • i• ". :··. '. r :-• •• 
. Q ··.:~·-~ > Now,· on the bottom ot the door, was there 
anything that you saw when you went back later to look· at the 
door? .. L •·•. .. . : .. · ..... ,• • ' : .• '\ :; •.~ t' I.> • -.,·.•~ .. '· ' •,· ;''' f ·= 
·A·,. !·:·.t; The· bottom of the door? .. ... . . . ~ ; . _.· .. ·. I ~ : ... .-.... : 
Q;· The·ibottom of the glass~ : •.• . . ~. : 
A No·,. I didn't see· anything. 'tle11·, there 
grooves for it to slide but. those are not raised, there· is 
not a step; · : . • : . . . • . . • .·· ~ . : ·~· . .• . • . . t • . • . .,.. . .· . . . ... . 
Q Is there any aluminum strip along the . 
bottom? 
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At floo~ level, yes ma•am. 
I did .. not notice. 
You didn't notice when you went back to 
28 
look at 1t? '• .. ,;.. .. . ' . .. . . .. , ; ·.~~~ ~ .. •. . . 
A No. 
Q ·Let me see those pictures. it your Honor 
please .• · Let ·me again show you Plaintitt's Exhibit Number l 
and I would ask you to look on the first page where the·court 
has niade the notation and ask you it' you don •t see an ·· 





. . . ~ ... 
Um-hum, there is a silver-colored strip. 
Right. ·Now, would that silver-colored 
strip b~ the same that you have in the p1cture.as it wns on 
the night that you ran into the door? · ': · .. ~:·;.. .. ; 
A .,. · · .Yes~ that would have been the same. 
Q All right. Now, not only was the strip th 
same but the eagle: as tar. as you know is in the same· place' 
. . 
· .. : . .:--::'!l:·r·· A ~ight. ., .. ·;=, .. 
Q And the two other·stickers were in the same 
place? No\~ 1 could you' point out where those are or could 
you describe for the jury where those other stickers are? 
A 
(Indicating) 
\llell, the stickers are right against this. 
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L. K. Marsh - Cross 29 I 
--4--------------------------------------------------------------1'--
'~ ~iaybH if you could get up. Could you get 
2 up and· maybe go over here and point it out to the Jury? 
s (The witness approached the jury.) 
4 MR. CLARKSON: Can everybody see? · 
s THE WITNESS: Over here somewhere -- I can't 
e ~eally see .them myself too good 1n this photograph. 
7 Right next to th1 s silver · s.trip there are. two 
a -little tiny decals here. Their match 1s over on 
e this side, the same two little ones •. Right next 
10 to it... Not in the middle 1 right next to it. 
" (Indicating)~· · .. ·. ;,:1 ~d.::·;s! \·?::-.i.: ... 
12 ~ ·. . . . .... 
:· ~· :~ • ' • ~ ·• .I 
IS BY NR •. CLARKSON~ 
. '·.· . 
14 Q There are not any decals on this side, are 
1!5 there? ··~· . 
... ; • ·.: ! ~.: '· ,•. .,. . 
16 They 
17 say 1 "Use Shaw's credit account 1 •• and under it., Rl'iA, identical. 
18 Q And the eagle -- 1s the eagle we see right 
19 there on .the door on the left? . 





24 BY NR. CLARKS ON: 
2!1 Q 
Yes., the one r.ight there. (Indicating) 
,MR~ CLA~ONs All right. Thank you. 
(The. witness: returned to the witness box.) 
.... 1•1.• 
Now, as far as examining the door either at 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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the time of the accident or thereafter, there was nothing 
a ·broJten about the door Ol" wrong with the door that you could 
describe for us. It wasn't brokert or •-
A No •. · -· ~9.LJ..1_.!l_afl_~~!-~~!;_!~:J.: . .- .. _clea~. p~ece 
ot c;lass in pel" feet condition. ·. ·· · , :: · · · :-:: :·! '' · · • 
... ··::.:..~~~ -~ ~...::.--- --~;_::'.;.:ll;_,:,.::.::._:..: .. 'lo--· 
• Now, when you were ·walking toward the door 
' · where I ·gather that you didn't see the aluminum tr~1ng on the' 
'I 
night 1n question --·. 
A · ·.; · ' · Well, the framing is at the bottom - the 
top and the sides an~ e_very entranceway·· has a .treme to it.· 
Q Well, when the door. slides back, the glass 
and the ~rame would slide back too, would it not? · You don't 
,, haVe . tO Step OVer that t'rame to get in the dOOr 1 dO YOU? 
,, 
Well. I mean -- it's the -- it's not that 
noticeable •. It 1s· not- that wide a strip. · It's not like, 
I 




that you would have to step over. It•s just ·a little strip. 
Q·;. · · ... ·· Well, if tho door that you show in· your 
exhibit -- it the -strip was there by itself without the glass 
you \IJould have to step. over .thatJ. would you not? 
A. Yea.· 
Q So, there was a strip on the bottom of' the 
door is l'Jhat I am trying to get at - .:,. \ 
A Yes. 
Q· as shown on the picture. And you d1dn' 
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;.::,:.- . : .. 
And you d1dn *t see .the· eagle? 
.. ----:------.......___---~ .--...._.__-----.,. ______ _ 
No,· I did not·. •.t. • :. · · .. , .· .. . · ... , 
--------------------------· 
·And.you didn't see the door handle? 
.......____-......___----------····------" 
·MR. SPENCERs Excuse me. ·I object· to ·tha1 • 
There has been no testimony about·. a door handle. 
··_.: ··· . MRo CLARKSON: I will ask her about the 
door handle. .- ... ·:· ,, .. _ 
· . ·' : ·.. THE COURT: If she :saw a door r.a.ndle .·.she 
would say she did, I guess. • ,.· 1.('; , .. . ~- <. 
.. . . 
. 
.. 




Q Did you see a door handle? 
A .• : i r.:~ .. 'l'here is no door handle. '• 
Q· ·There is no door hanctle?. i .. .. 
' : ..... 
A ' : ·No, sir. .. . ....... ~; . •·:. 
' 
~ .'· 
Q •. : .... · · 1 Well., do you lcnow how they would open the 
• .. ~. • •• !. ~ ... •" , / .... ' 
A .. • ..... · ·Yes . . ... . . Can .I tell how I know? I am afraid 
to testify. . -~ . 
Q 
A 
·well, doyou know? 
· When we took depositions, the witness for 
your side said there 1a a little groove in the glass that 
sits -- that ~;ou stick your fingers in. 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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.Q You can't see it right here? (Indicating) 
A vlhere? There? No, he said there 1s a 
groove in the glass -- I don't think ... I'm not sure if' that' 



























in the storeJ 
A 
Q 
You didn 1 t ·.see anything then? 
No. 
·.. On :the night in question, you· d1dn 1 t see 
'· No.· 
: Now, .you did see· a police officer, .however, 
did you not?·. 
··>Yes, str. 
.. And in tact you were watching him as you 
--- ------ .... ---------· 
\'lalked into the glass? ...... •.· .- ':-.. -_ .. _. 
----
A :< ·-- :_ Not totally. There were 41ffe:rent steps, 
you know, until you· get into it and you· just sort of look 
over . I. looked over the area. I· noticed .two people in the 
.. ---------
back plus I noticed the policeman plus I don't know whybut 
·- ·-·~~--- .. ·----------- .. 
______ .. ___ ._ 
Sus t some silver pieces stick 1n my. mind. :. I: oan•t :really sa 
even where they were but l.remember seeing some shiny silver 





It wasn't that much time to really focus on·any 
..... ~ ····----------------------·------------------. ·--··· -··--····- ··--- .. ········---- ......... __ •.•.• J 
···'·.:· .•... 
. You were looking at the police officer to· 
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see \'~hether or not he was arresting someone; were you not? 
A 
he do in!! there • 
I had a thought when I saw him, what was 
I was curious to ltnow what he was. doing 
Just in the store. 
• .;_ ~7;-;::-; • .:...-------.. "'-~~~,_-'::::·.:·- --~·.·:~:::."":".-
Q You· were looking at htm trying to figure 
out Vlhat he was doing in there? 
. ·, The question came to minl. If anythi_~ 
·-~;··--4-··---~ .. ---~-
A 
going· on I was going. to turn around and ·go back. 
:·:-:.. ---····-----~---:==:~-~.::·:~~-=-·------ -~-~=''- ... ·::,~.;:_;.;.: ~;,;..;..;-- Q And.when you were walking in the door you 
were looking straight ahead and looking through the door and 
watching the policeman? ·'. . _,; ,. 
MR. SPENCER: She has answered that. I 
think he is trying to get her to say something she 
had already answered. 
. ~.; ~ THE COURT: No, if she understands the 
question, she can answer it. ._·. .· .',_ .. -• 
·· · l. ~ . THE WITNESS: I feel like I was just 
looking at the general area, the store 1n general • 
.;__..---·=..o..·.:::::;.:=:::::·;·~~--·::··:.··:-:~.- -··.-.-.... ~-..... a--
I was just sort of. looking, taking a lot in .• I 
-------==-=-·•'·'·"·····"··'o·._· ___ , ___ 
can't.really say truthfully that it was, you know, 
one thing more than another. . I saw all these 
things. The two people were important to me becau e 
I wanted to talk to them. The policeman \'laS 
1mpol'•tan·~ to me because I wanted to know what he 
was doing • I was looking at the areaof the store 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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..... ··-------·-· ····-------~~-- ~-~-:. _r~~~- ~!.: .. '::. -~:_c::~~-------_________ 3_4__j__ _ 
I 
I was going to go into, \'Jhere I \'las going to. conduct 
my business, and it was sort or 1 you kno1-:, Just a 
gemu·al glance around the ·store • So, there ·were 
three things that were. in that· short. span or time 
·that were important to me; you know 1 to accomplish 
my mission. :.· :'.•t-f .... ·: , ..... .•••· ••••. :00..:,-.•. .. 
_:· . ..... MR~ CLARKSON:' I.have no ·further. questions, 
your Honor. . .... ~: . .5 .~. ~- ···. • . . . ~ .. : .. i . ··:_: .... : 
.,. ·', 










. ..... :.,_:-.: 
..... ·. 
. :. ~ . 
b'Y HH. SPENCER r · I I. . . : . .. ,:, 'J' .. • .•· 
l'~!r.er.1ber'l 
tnrhcs. 
Q : -·, ... ··Did we measure the eagle? Do you know how 
A 
"'' ,• . 
. ;·· ... '• . 
We did measure 1t, yes. .. ·.··· . .. . 
•':' .· •;. ·:~·-
Q. Do you remember the measurements of t'he 
I'm sure they will have·. it at a later time but .. do yo 
A No. Hand measured roughly but not by 
I think 1t was approximately twelve to fourteen 
1nches high but I 1m not sure. 
Q Mr. Clarkson asked you relative to glass 
., _______________________________ -+ 
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doore in tho other stores. Have you looked at the glass 
doors in the other stores? . 
A ·Yes, sir, I ha.ve. 
Q What did you see on these glass doors 1n 
the other stores? . .~ ... ... ~ , 
A Well, there was one major d1fferenca and 
I think I can truthfully say all the other doors have little 
sno\'Jflakes, type of. a decal on them, little dots at random 
a stripe going across them • Every --
.. ·~ - ----·------~·----~------
and I think I can truthf~11y say, everyone has something on 
them except· Shaw's. · 
36 
( ···~ I 
·----·--t----····· 
--- -----·, .. -..-. ... ··-·- -·..;, -~ ... ~- ..... ' ........ ~ ........ ~ ....... ":. .... · ~ .... . 
· ·:: ·' MR~ CLARKSON: All· right, s1r. Ir your 
n Honor please, the defendant would move for summary 
12 judgment s.t this point as the. plaintiff has not 
Ul proved nny negligence. I would point out to the 

















MR. SPENCER: Your Honor, respe~"~fully to 
Mr. Clarkson, the key is whether or not it's open .. 
obvious and visible. Unchanged by tho.se oases was 
the case of Acme Markets, .!..81 Va ... which ~iterated 
the legendary responsibility saying that th~· 
defendant's conduct is open to two reasonable.v1ews 
or conclusions, one of which would lead for a.tindi 
of negligenc·e against it,. .while. the other., .. that the e 
was no negligence on the part then such negligence 
would be for the jury. ·, 
' 
r t.: , : .• :~ , :;i ... 
fvlr •. Clar-kson said -- and I am ·sure I .heard 
it -- he said there was no testimony .. 1that there we e 
any reflections .... ~. She· d1c1 -- I heard her testimony 
There·were lights on.reflect1ng off.the silver.-
She could'not. see. The photographs and they 
are uncontradicted -- reasonably set forth what 
JAIME & BROWNING 
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could be seen and they spealc for the propositions 
themselves that certainly 1t is open to question 
as to whether ~1is is open and obvious and visible. 
All tho testimony ia that it was open and obviogp...., 
~~:adi:l-- P""ti:~~;:~IO•t:MJIIIF-- li!Xlt te:n::z . OCdPCW~uaa 
vJha.t evidence 1s there in the record thus far upon 
which this jury could base a finding of negligence 
on the part of thedefendant? Based on the fact 
that the circumstances that ex1sted,-the condi~ion 
or the door, the. size or the eagle, the lighting 
within ~he store, the visual perception that is had I 
l 












photographs and by the testimony or ~1rs. f.larsh that ! 
she was paying attention, that she was watching whaJ 
she was doing, that she did not see the eagle and 
that the reflections from inside the store and·the 
wouldn't run 1n to. She also testified -- I. didn't 
understand Mr. Clarkson's comment on this. . He 
talked about the snowflake •. That wasn't on this 
door. That. was on the other doors in the shopping 
.. THE COURT: 
. ! ' That's what he said. 
. . l•1R. SPENCER: Not this door • 'l"ha t 1 s \'1 hat 
··--.--------------------------------r--
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he snid. 'rhEm thnt doe!m 1 t have vnyth1ng wtth the 
condition of these premises, if any, I don't know 
. what probative value it would have. It shows that I 
~hey took mor·e precaution than this store did. 
Clearly, if your Honor please, if' there ever was 
a jury question as to whether o:r not they fulfille~ 
their function, \l'lhich is as follows, they must be 
reasonable in providing a safe environment for 
"-"--------4--------business· 1nviteas. She, of course must be reasonable 
.'-
in looking out for her olim safety. I suggest to 
the court that it is not open and obvious and 
visible because she testified that it was not open, 
obvious ·and visible and the physical evidence 
uncontradicted, I submit to you shows that it was 
-not open, obvious and visible to the point that 
your Honor would take it away from the jury and 
decide as a matter of law that they may not have 
been reasonable. 
THE COURT:. ·What about that little rail 
on the bottom, was that visible? ··. •; 
MR. SPENCER: You saw the photographs. 
Yes, sir, that aluminum rail at the bottom --·or 
course, now I'm arguing a conclusion of fact. If 
I disagreed with you on this it would have no 
consequence because it 1 s a fact question but I sal'l 
( 
-~---t _______ .:...,;_ __ ~ ......... ----------~---------t-
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1t and when I went there I looked down at it and 
no way 1n the world I could look at it walking into 
that store. It 1s about two and a half inches but 
that IS a fact argument. I just say to the court 
it' a an issue tor the jury on the fact because l-1rs. 
I•larsh explained to them how she hit that door, 
showed them·photographs •. · ' 
Now, it's .a question, did they --based on 
that. -- did they act reasonably. Very fortunately 
it looks like that question is the sole question 
that we are involved in in the whole case and·. it 1 s 
a fact question, Judge. .. " .· 











?:'HE COURT: Gentlemen, the state of the 
evidence at this point leads the court to believe 
that considering the evidence as it must be · 
considered anti at this point in a light most 
favorable, there may be a jury. I deny the .. motion 




















MELVIN STANLEY KRAUSE, JR~, called as a witness on 
behalf of the defendant, having been first duly·sworn, was 
examined and testified as follows: 









·Tell. us your full name, please 1 sir. 
fJ!el vin Stanley Krause, Jr.. 
What is your bu$1ness or occupation? 
I am an &rchitect. 
Wrere is your office? ;' .. ·' 
In Hampton~ · ' 
;..: 
\'JouJ.d you indicate what training you have 
in the f'ield of"arch1tecture that made you become an arch1tec~? 
MR. SPENCER:· ·,We will stipulate Mr. Krause 
is well known to us, competent to us to practice an 
has a license to practice and we \!Jill stipulate to 
that. 
JAIMC: 8: BROWNING 






















M. s. KrRuse, Jr. - Direct 81 
~m. CLJ\RICJON: Thanl<: you. 
'11HE COUR'r: All rieht. 
·. f .• •,\ 
-: .-:. ~ '· : ·.·, -· ... ·:: / '·: BY i,m. C LMiKSON : 
Q Upon my.request, did you go to·the Mercury 
l\1all to rnftke an :tnspection of the .Shaw Jewelry Company? 
A Yes, I did. . ,,, ~ : ~:·.. . . . . ; '· 
Q And would you describe f'or the jury the 
door into Shaw's Jewelry Store, what you saw when you ·.were out 
thel .. e? 
A The.e~trance door into the store from the 
Mall is a, what we call monumental type aluminum sliding glass 
door. 
glass. 
The frame 1s aluminum, of'. course, that encloses· the 
The entire opening, it opens with one sliding pane 
so when the door's open, the entire ent1:-ance is open. 
Q ·· \,Yould you describe the door i \'lhat it :was 
constructed of and. how it op~ns, et .cetera?·· .. ·.·.:·· 
It has a sliding aluminum frame which,· 
operates on a track in the: floor, basically. It slide·s along 
the track and tnto the door into the showroom:portion of th~ 
store. Approximetely seven feet by, I think, nine feet·. 
Q Could I ·see the Exhibit 1., your Honor? 
I am going to show you Plaintiff* s Exhibit Number 1 and· ·ask if 
you can identify that, those pictures, as the door in questior. 
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A Yes. 1 
Q Now, would you explain to the jury about howl 
the door is opened· as for as a handle is concerned? 
A The handle is on the left hand side of the 
frame, the aluminum frame, and the door then opens by pulling 
on·the handle from left to right. 
1 
Q The door itself is glass. Is there anything 
on the glass other than the glass itself? 
A· When I saw it there were three decals, a 
large golden eagle, Ret~11 Merchants --
l\1R. SPENCER: Excuse me. That's a conclusion, 
large golden eagle. He can tell us the size of it 
Whether it•s large or not --
THE COURT: He will b.e subject to cross-
examination if he doesn 1 t give the· dimerist::ms. 
Go ahead. . •, :. •, ., - ·.~· ... , ·.• ..... ' 
A I will say there is an eagle, Retail 
I\1erchants sticker and a credit card company sticker. 
Q ..... : Would you, state the purpose or the velocity 
of design, shopping centers and particular thtl Mercury I~all, 
why tias it designed that way? , 
THE COURT: You mean the door or the Mall ?l 
:t-1H. CLARKSON: As far as the door was 
concerned, yes~ 
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tHstif'1ed he des:i.gned it. He just asked him why 
was it designed that \-Jay. I would like to know 1r 
he des1e;ned it. 




THE COURT: It 1 s fair •. 
. . ~ 
' . ~·· . '! \; ·.· ... ) : : •.·. ·, ' ~ 
You did not design --
No. ': ·· 
Would·you give us your experience with 
design as far as shoppi~g centers are concerned? 
A Well, we designed the Sherwood M·all in 
Denb!gh, Newport News. Willow Oaks Mall in Hampton. 
have done stores in Ne\l!rnarket North in Hampton and Military 
Circle in Norfolk and Col11seum ~tall. .. : ...... ;:: 
Q In any of those stores, have you used· doors 
similar to the one in Shaw Jewelry? 
A Yes. ~ . . ' . 
'Q And nbou t how many -- I mean,· would you 
say or is there some way you can proportion lt ·out? . .:-., . 
A ,., Well, in ·my opinion, the door that is 1n 
Shaw's is one or two generally accepted solutions for securin 
p1•emise s in an enclosed-type mall shopping center. . 
Q I see. And if the door 1n question is one 
of the two types, what 1s the other type? 
A The other 1s a roll-down grill, metal grill 
........ ..,.._.,, .... ····-· .... ---~~ .. :·: ...... -:·· ... , 
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M. s. Krause, Jr. - D1rAct 84 I 
\'Jhich 1s locked down to the floor • 
. Q Have you seen the type of door that is used 
1n Shaw's Je\tielry used in mall construction in this area? 
A Yes. 
Q Is·the design of the door acceptable or 
not acceptable to city officials? 
A Yes,. it is acceptable. ~ .. 
·· Q. .Is it acceptable. as far as all licensing 
off'ioials are concerned? ''·J:· 
A,·:,·· As far as I know 1t is, yes. 
Q Is it-- is or.1s not the design acceptable 
to you as an architect? 
A Yes, it is. 
MR. CLARKSON: I have nothing further. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
'· ' 
...... ; . 
• 
·~ .• · .. : Mr. Krause, .let's talk about the handle. 
Isn't it true that the handle has an indentation with a· latch 





That's correct.. ... ;~ ·; >'c ::,.. , 
-- on the outside of the door? 
That's correct. 
And that is no more visible than the frame 
JAIME & BROWNING 





















M.s. ~":'tf(tse, Jr. .... Cross. 





It I e buD. t into the frame, that's correct. 
All right. 
Yas. 
NoloJ 1 you went out to the f.1all? 
Are you familiar with what I understand is 
the snowflake technique? · Did you look at other stores? 
A I looked at every· store there, at every 
entrance on the Mall. : · 
Fine. .·Then you observed on many of those 
stores I think architects call it -~ it is the things that 
look like a snotlflake that are eye-level and go all the way 
across the door. 
A 
Q 
You observed those? 
Are you speaking of decals? 
Yes, they are little snowf'lake-type·dacals. 
They look like a snowflake. • . :i. 
A 
Q 
Yes, I sa\'J some of those. 
They are about that big~ (Indicating) 
Now, as an architect, do you concern yourself'with the safety 
aspect or the exit and entr·r of doors'· ' ·. 
Yes, 1nso·far as tne _Code requirements· are· 
·'-: 
! ::-. 
The Code' doesn •t have· any requirement 
.. 
. ~ . '· i . 
relative to th~t? 
JAIME & CROWNING 
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A That's correct. 
Q 
A 
Isn't that correct? 
That's correct.. · · 
That's my question. If the Code doesn't 
have a requ1rement 3 .do_you1 as an architect concern yourself 
v-Jith anything other .than the C.ode requirement? 
A N:o.- · .. ·.: .:·': . . ;· .. ··.,·;•··:· ·.:·: .. , .. ,. : '; -; ·.~ .. '. 
Q. ··' .. · Th~ · ~nowflakes that you observed, is it not 
true that the way they are arranged across the door --•in other 
words, across the full entrance, you couldn't walk through 
that door without _wn11<:1ng through a snowflake, could you? 
A 
Q 
Unless you were not looking. . . ·:· .... · 
I mean, without walking through .a snOtlflake, 
. ··~- --··-~------·--.. ---------·:.---·-·-·-··--· - ..... ~ ··-·· -· ··-- .... --. 
whether you olosed·your eyes or not • It you walked . thr-ough 
-----··· .. 
....• .. ~-· .. -· ·----- " .... 
. .. ···-------·--·· ~------- __ ...... 
that door you l'lalk thl"ough a. sno\'lflake • 
. --------·----------··-·· ----------------------·-------·--
A I think that • s basicallY .true. 
MR. SPENCER~ I have no other que st_ions. 
. I. ~ ' .-. .. , r , l·: J. :r ,·u. ,.. •· ;,r, r..:·.•·.· :: , : ... · · · · 
,I "'· ""·' , .,. ~ 'CJ 1\t-', • -~- : 
BY rrJ.R. CLARKSON i . t : · .• ~.. ~- : _-.- : -~ ~) ·: . /_'.~ .... 
Q The snowflakes we are· talking about, ·they 
are decals that they put on the glass? . ·.: .·• l •• ·-.:-: :' 
A 'rhat 's what I saw. It.• s a common treatmen • 
'rhere are other things besides snowflakes used. 
--·-+--------------------------------------------------------------~--
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MR. CLARK!""~ ON : That's all I have. 
THE COURT: Anyth1r.g further? 
MR. SPENCER: No, s1r. 
THE COURT: Is he excused? . . ' . . \ ~ . ~ 
··· MR. CLARKSON: · Yes, sir. I would like to 
call Pam Cook, ·your Honor. · ·· · 
.··.: · ·· .: THE COURT: 
; :·chair · in ·the box···· : 
Come in and have a seat in the 
··.> ,·· • ·, • I:: •. •I' ~ .... ; 
. •:· 
: ''·J ;·~.~:~; ,· .. .. t.:t.:;! :;,· 1"·:.~-!.· . ~ :·. 
. ~· ... 
. PAMELJl. ROBl?R~ON CCpK~ called as a witness ori behal 
of the defendant, having been first duly sworn, was examined 
and testified as follows: ·. ,: ·:· · · ':·r f~·:.: 
. · .. •, . 
DIRECT EXN4INATION 
.. ' . 
. . . :· 
BY MR. CLARKSON t 
',• . : . .;.. 














Were ·you· ·employed'· the night that this ].~dy 
·.: ... 
Yes, sir. 
JAIME Be E:ROWNING 
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P. R. Cook - Direct 88 
,_ 
Q Will you tell us 
-- tell the jury in your 
. own words what you saw that night. 
A Okay. I was in the back at the desk in th 
l 
: b:-tCk of the store where our office is and I was taking my mon 
•; out of the drawer and I heard a nois$'and I looked up and I 
I 
I She had just backed away ·trom the door and then ., satl her. 
·~she walked back up to. it. and then· we went to the door and 
I 
' ! let her in and.· took her 1n the back and Mr. Hayes got cloths 
I 
'I and •- she was bleeding-- got cloths and were trying to stop 
··I he:r from bleeding and we had asked if we could oall a doctor 
., o:r ambUlance or someone to .help her and she said no and. we 
· got her daughter 1n there and there·was a police officer and 





• I I 
I 
I 
.. · . . . 
Q._ · \'iho. was ·in t·he s.tore at the· time other than 
A Mr. Hayes and Mr ~ Woodco.ck .• 
· Q.. :· < · ... · I"'lr. Hayes. was the·:·:·gentleman· that was :.tn 
' ! 
···ji court here earl·ier tod~.1···,:;.::!·_· >i:···::. <· .. ·::.~[ ·!! · · · ; · ·r:· :'·/:·•., .. :_ ... ::;.:<·~; .. :. 









·, 'Do you know w~ere .. Mr. ·Woodcock ~s now? 
:·:· ~: 
.... No•. ··. · 
·•·. 
Would you descri-.,e ..;_ just briefly. · .. ;· .. :We· · 
I hnve had Other deSCriptionS Of the·..,;;- .WOUid YOU describe 
I I 
.J briefly the front door to· .the jewelry store? 
II _______________________ J_A_IM_E_& __ BR_O_W_N_I_NG----------------·--~----+----
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Pe R. Cook - Direct 89 
I A Okay. It 1 a a sliding door and I would say 
2 it's about seven or eight feet.· . ·. ··.· _,·· 
., .. ·· · ... ·-.:: ., 
s Q Across? 
A A Yeah •. : And we have got a BankAmericard 
II sign on it and we hav~ got a gold-eagle on it and it looks. 






















Q: ·r:·,t When Jou', say stickers~ are they stuck· on t 
or where ·are they? I, ,•' ~ .... :· ·' ) ·, ! ·. .... . ' . ' . . , .. ·': .. :~: ,.· .. 
··A ., . ···They are on the glass. I would say ·-- I 
about in the middle or t'he glass as you pull it shut 
you shut :the door. It's about in the middle. of it. 
Q · About how high is the eagle from ·the _f'loor? 
A (Pause) I don •t know~ 
MR •. CLARKSON: Okay. 
your Honor. . ' ~";- . ' ' ' ' r' J. :-'' 
....... 
.· ,.: . 
, .. . qROS8wEX.AMINATION 
:·.·. 
. I .,• 
: : . ~:, 
That 1 s all ·I have, 
' :.· 
• I • • • ~~~ f• 
~· ' .. : 
i .· 
•' ~ ' . 
··.:,· 
:-•: . 
BY MR. SPENCER t . I 0 (-:·' t 
.. ·_;: ··. ';• 
A. 
Q 
-~' . M1as .•. · _. .. /; __ :_.:. · ·.· · 
. . ~' ... .. ,· ,' . . 'r . ·, . 
Miss Cook_.: 11".-I· said. to ,-ou· that. the··eagle 
was ten inches high, would you say·I was wrQng? 
A I couldn't say because I'm not sure.;· I 
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P. R. Cook - Croso 90 
don t t kno'l'J about 
Q If I said it was thirteen inches wide; woul 
you 8ay I was wrong? 
I'm not sure • 
Q ..... ; .. ~ 
A· '· .,.·:· ·I'm not good on figures. 
Q I understand. It was about quarter ot nin 
when she hit the door, .. wasn•t it, Miss Cook? 
We close the·doors about quarter to nine: 
and I \'IOUld say it was about ten to or five till, between the .e. 
Q The lights in the store at that time, were 
the lights on? : :·~ ,· '1.", 
·A Yes, sir. . . . -~ ~ 
\'/hat was the police officer doing in ·there? 
I can't remember if the polic_e officer --
there was· a police ·officer at the Mall because I remember. he 
helped walk her to the Mall but I cannot remember if he was 
Q 
A 
in the store when it happened.·· 
Q You don r t remember whether he was a cus.tome 
or not? . ~~~;:.:· .. _ .. ~-- ·-·~·- .... ·~~- :.,t_ .•. , _' •.• '. ,, :: '···.~·- ::- ····:;.~_ 
A No, I know there was one on duty.· · · ·We have 
one on duty at the Mall. . : ~:-;· .... :--~ : ... ~ .,.··. :~·lj ':~ ' . ~ : . ·' .. , .. ·;'· .. ! ... ~ 
Q But he w.as the only person who was a non 
employee that was 1n the store that you recall at that time? 
THE COURT: She says she doesn't recall 
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I 
whether he was there or not. 
i···· 
BY MR. SPENCER: 
','•'! 0 I !; 
'' 
Q I'm sorry. That was a poor question. '.:I 
apologize. I didn't mean to mislead you but do you know if 
anybody else - .. . ' 





How did ·you first know that Mrs. Marsh hit 
. ':·'""': . ...... . 
I ·heard it. 
.You heard it? 
.. \ .·· 
.. •:. 
(Nodding head affirmatively.} 
Make a loud noise? 
Yes.· .·. 
' 
,' ~ ... I ' : • j 
c.·· r 
~ ·.: ;, ·~·· 
; . ·~ ..... , . 
: .. ;. 
··; 
. ..... 
How far were you ·rrom· 1t when you heard her 
Well, ·I·was all·the way in the baak of the 
What time do rou·':lea,_:,·U. store 1n the 
.,··<.·'When we close •. ,·we ·olo.e·:about quarter to 
It depends. It we.:are.bua)' w stay open, if there 
are customers 1n the store~~ ... .-.. :: ,.·.· ... : _,, ... 1-i·,:.: ,: ·. · .: :, · ·: 
MR. SPENCER: Thank you. 
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1'-iR. Clu\RKSON: That 1 s all I have •. ~ank 
you very much. She may be excused or sit .in. the 
courtroom. 
·THE COURT: As long as she is not recalled 
again. ,. ". ..t.· .. ·.•·. ,. -····· r. 
•' 
·. ... . :~ .(, .>!.• .. 
•.':; MR. SPENCER: I have no objection• .. :-. ':' 
·MR. CLARKSON: Mrs. Eisenman. 
..... 
.------oOo--.. -- . ,.;, .--; ~ .... ·., .. -.;. ... -._ .. . •' '.} :-. 
; _-: __ ! 
ELENORE J. EISEN!4AN, called as a wttness on behalf 
of the defendant, having been f'irst duly sworn, was examined 
and test1f1~d as follows: J< ...... :· • : (0 J • ..:. • ~ 
' (. .L 
' . ' -~ . ·' . 
DIRECT EX~~INATION 
-.. ~ .:. -: (''·' 
BY r:m. CLARKSON: ....... i '\ l 
' . ,, •'' l'\ 
. ...,.. Would you give us your.tull. name, please? 
Elenore J. Eisenman. ... .. . . • . . : . :. . . i ;. ;· _: . . . ~ . -
.Q A.nd you are the manager of the Shaw Jewelry 
Company 1 the store we have: .been talking .about today? 
That 1 s correct. . .·. · ;·. ~:c1.~· :, ! · . .. ,·::. A 
Q l'lould you describe the doors as fa:r as s1ze · 
I think I asked you to measure it. 
'--~--------------------------------------------------~------------~-
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E. J. Eisenman- Direct 9J 
A I did and to the best ot my knowledge --
I'm not too good on measuring but I think it's -- as tar as I 
could tell 1 seven by nine feet. Seven feet by nine teet. 
Q Were you manager in the store. in November o:1 
1974? 
e A 























Now,·would·you describe again for·the jury, 




.. ''•:.; ... ; .. 
' 
~ l .. . ' ., •r •• . .. ,.•• itself? 
A All right. .. In the center of the door 1 
which is approximately eye level, is an eagle. decal j a gold e<lsle 
decal which has little stars above it and or course, a full 
wing spread. On the left-hand side under-- well, I·would 
say -~ as a matter or tact I measured it. We have a Shaw's 
sticker that says, "Shaw 1 a accounts invited," which is ·. 
approximately fifty-two inches high and .w-a underneat~ that . 
another .1e·ve1, torty-s1x 1nohes, we ·have· a Be'Mll Merchants 
Association sticker. . They are approx1aaatel7"\lflderneath one 
another· on the left-hand side ot .the dool'~ · :, : :: 
. . . 
. ~· . ... '• . . .'· ~ .. 
. ,·. 
. <MR~. CLARKSON: Thank .you very much.'; .:·. ·· .. 
t ••• ••• 1. 
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E. J. Eisenman- Crose 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
2 





























... .,. you told us that the Shaw' a sticker was 












How big is the sticker? 
'l'he sticker -- well, I d1dn • t measur•e the 
How about three and a half by four? 
That would be probably. 
And the other· sttcker. is smaller?.· 
Yes • 
So., you have got the eagle decal.o : By the 
way, did you measure that? 
A No, I didn't- ~- ~~··'\ _:··-~. I,··! ··:• . . .'· ~. ~-
Q It wouldn't be wrong it I said ·it was ten 
by thirteen, would I? · 
A 
Q 
I'm sure you wouldn't, Mr. Spencer. 
Okay. And the other sticker is three and 
a half: by four and the other one 1s. smaller} is that right 
A 
Q 
.Correct. ' ~ .. 
I would like to just .show you one other th1 z.. 
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E. J. Eisenman- Cross 95 
I would like to see those photographs if I may. Am I correct 
if I say to you that the Shaw sticker 1s to the far lett or 
t,he door 1 three and a half by four inCheS in $1Ze and ·fifty 
some inches off the floor.J .· correct' or inoorr~ot? .>· · · 
:res. • I ~ ' A 
Q And on. the other:. side; that would be· on· .. thls 
side, there is the other ...... ;., .:,.. ~· "'''ttA' J'~·l•:;;),·""'j ~· .. ;, (;: ., ·.· :.;· ·.·· .. , .•.•. ' . .':'. 1''• .· ~: ~ift{ . • ~~ .. • ._ .. •' ."': .. 
..: . 
No.· sir .•... .. · . 
:;.f.!· .. : • 
.;.;.\ st!ck•r ,··. ~.. Where? .• .. ·. ' .. : . ·:.t,f" • . . . ,· . •": • I • •., ' . 
A· .. 1. or.. . It ~ou will· let me have this, I will .show 











Does that ·portray it f'airly in that ··· · 
, ·· .. 
. . ,.. . 
\'/ell, as. best I can tell from there· bu.t that •s 










· Those are the two stickers that I could see 
... , . ..~. 
·, .•. 
13 being placed on the door,· Mrs •.. Elaenmant ·.: . .- :.· ...... ::: · ' ,- ... ,,.,· · 
A 
·Q 
Well, yea.· : ·I gUess I could say ~ was. 
It was two .. eagles? 
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. ·A No, sir. 
Q 
A 
Just one eagle? 
One eagle. 
Did you have a discussion 'llith anyone relatj ve 
to t,10 eagles? ~·. ' . ·. ···~ ' ·'I ' . 
l' 
No,·. s1r. 
. But one· eagle was placed on the door? 
Yes 1 s1r. 
MR. SPENCER: Thank you very muoh. That' 
.: :. all I have, your Honor. 
· ·:.:.~:·:,·:. · MR. CLARKSON: 1~at 1 s all I have~ your 
Honor. 
Defendant rests. 
THE COURT: Any rebuttal? 
MR. SPENCER: .No, your Honor. 
THE COUHT: All right. Ladies and·· 
gentlemen, we will ask you to retire to the jury 
room. I imagine it· will be at least twenty · · 
minutes. · Maybe a 1ttt1e. longer.· 
(Wbereupon the jury were removed from the 
courtroom at 2150 P.M.) .. ••• 1 
MR •. CLARKSONz .If ~our Honor, for the 
record, I would l-ike ·to renew my motion previously 
made for the reasons given at that ttme. 
All right. 
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MR. SPENCER: . I renew my argument that I 
made at that time. ' ' • •' I • ,: • . • ~1.-. ~ ... \ ; ' • 
THE COURT: All right. .. Well, gentlemen, 
the evidence .is. considered a little· different way 
this· time but I believe there -is still an issue of 
tact tn that· to grant this motion would be probably 
an improper. invasion. ot the powers.,. I. deny ~he 












MH. CLARKSON: If your Honol" please, the 
defendant would. move to set aside the verdict as 
contrary to the law and the evidence or 1n the 










·---... --..··-·- ···-~-- .. ~- ----. .-...... -.········- --~- ... - ..,_. .... ··~- ... --- --·---~ ... ---'""-~ .... ~-~,_,.. ___ ..,..-~----···---····:--· .... -·-- -- ..... , ... ·: ... ___ ---··-·-·····-····· 
THE COURT: Gentlemen, this motionmay not 
or should not be granted unlesa the evidence is· in 
such condition that there 1s no evidence to-sustain 
the verdict or the jury. I don't think it's .. in 
that posture so I dcmy the mot ton, Hr. C;tarkson, 
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not reproduce well. The originals are 
on file in the Clerk's Office of the 
Supreme Court of Virginia. 
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